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The performance properties of  a continuous-flow electrolyser are analysed under plug-flow and para- 
bolic-flow conditions. The duty of  the electrolyser is to produce a species via anodic oxidation or 
cathodic reduction, upon which the product  undergoes a first-order irreversible chemical decomposi- 
tion (without net electron transfer). The effect of  various parameters on electrolyser performance is 
also discussed. 

List of symbols L 
r 

a electrode area per unit electrode length R 
a¢, a¢ constants in Equation 9(e); Plug flow: a¢ = u 

akm/Acu; a¢ = (Ackl + akm)/Acu; parabolic 
flow: a¢ = akmR2/2Acum; a¢ = (Ack 1 + akin) 
R2 /2Acum 
cross-sectional area of the electrolyser 
concentration of the electrode-product species; 
c~ its value at the electrode surface: e~ its value 
in the inlet-to-electrolyte stream; ~ its sec- 
tional average value at a set axial position; 
?A its average value over the electrolyser 
length; c~ its exit value in a plug-flow reactor 
symbol denoting the exponential integral 
Faraday constant 
current density; ix its value at a set axial 
position; im its average value over the electro- 
lyser length 
specific rate of the chemical decomposition 
reaction of species A 
mean mass transfer coefficient 

A C 

CA 

Ei 
F 
i 

kl 

km 

x 
z 

length of the electrolyser 
radial distance 
radius of a (parabolic) flow channel 
linear velocity of the electrolyte; Um its mean 
value (parabolic-flow) 
axial coordinate; 0 ~< x ~ L 
valency. 

Greek 

Tm 

¢ 

symbols 
lumped parameter: ~cA/~bca~ ° 
mean residence time 
lumped parameter: akm/Acu; plug flow: u = 
const; parabolic flow: ~b -- ao/(R 2 + r 2) 
lumped parameter: ~ = kl/U; plug flow: u = 
const; parabolic flow: ~b = a¢/(R 2 + r 2) 

Abbreviations 
EC electrochemical reaction followed by a chemi- 

cal reaction 
ECE electrochemical/chemical/electrochemical 

reaction sequence 

I. Introduction 

The mechanisms of EC and ECE-type reactions have 
been of steady interest in the electroorganic chemistry 
literature [e.g. 1-4]. Representative examples can be 
cited from pseudo-first order [5] and second order 
[6] EC catalytic reactions, and the ECz/rev-irr reac- 
tions involving A ~ B; 2B ~ C reaction steps 
[7-14]. The intricate structure of more complex 
mechanisms has been well illustrated by several 
studies [e.g. 15-18]. Experimental verification of pro- 
posed (theoretical) reaction sequence structures has 
been seriously hindered by extremely short life 
expectancies of intermediate reaction products, but 
the relatively recent development of ultrafast cyclic 

voltammetry [19, 20] may prove useful in the numeri- 
cal pursuit of kinetic information. 

The application of flow-through (porous- 
electrode) electrochemical cells to reactions of this kind 
has been shown by several researchers [e.g. 21, 22]. 
The flow regime has been assumed to be laminar 
with a characteristic parabolic velocity distribution 
[23, 24] which affects mass transport behaviour and 
overall performance [25, 26] in single-step electron 
transfer processes. A similar treatment of FTPE cells 
in the case of EC and ECE-type reactions suffers 
from the paucity of quantitative kinetic data [27-30] 
and, in certain cases, from the complexity of the 
reaction paths. 

The purpose of this paper is to present a perfor- 
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mance analysis of a particular EC reaction scheme con- 
sisting of an electronation or de-electronation reaction 
occurring at the appropriate electrode followed by an 
essentially first order irreversible chemical reaction. In 
choosing numerical values of process parameters for 
quantitative illustration, the relatively well-known 
electrolytic decomposition of DPA [9,10-diphenyl- 
anthracene] has been taken as a reference model 
[29-31], following a simplified scheme [32] 

DPA > DPA + + e- (la) 

DPA+ H20 . . .  (lb) 

but the approach is not limited, in principle, to any 
specific chemical species. It can also be extended to 
more complex reaction schemes. The major utility of 
the model is in the design of EC flow-through reac- 
tors, i.e. in the selection of bed length and the mean 
residence time for a preset reactant-to-product 
conversion. 

2.  T h e o r y  

2.1. General 

Consider a flow-through electrochemical reactor, 
where an oxidized form of a species is electronated 
to a reduced form at the cathode, or inversely, a 
reduced form of a species is de-electronated to an 
oxidized form at the anode. The product A of the 
electrode reaction has an electrode-surface concen- 
tration c~, and its concentration in the bulk solu- 
tion, CA, is determined by three factors: (i) mass 
transport of species A from the electrode surface; 
(ii) the rate of its decomposition in the bulk via 
first-order irreversible chemical kinetics with rate con- 
stant kl; (iii) the concentration of species A in the 
reactor inlet flow, c~ (it may, of course, be zero). A 
material balance written for species A over an infinite- 
simal control volume (Acdx) yields the differential 
equation 

dCA ~ ixa 
dx ÷ CA zFAc~ u -- 0 (2) 

for the variation of its concentration along the reactor 
bed, 0 ~< x ~< L, if one-dimensional convection (in 
the flow direction) dominates over diffusion and dis- 
persion, and migration effects are negligible. The 
local current density 

ix = zFkx(c~ - CA)Ix (3) 

is determined by the local mass transfer coefficient, 
and the local mass transport driving force, i.e. its con- 
centration profile from electrode surface to bulk. 
Since the CA(X ) function is a-priori not known, 
Equation 2 could be solved rigorously only by a 
cumbersome iterative improvement of successively 
obtained concentration profiles. In a much less com- 
plicated, albeit approximate approach, k x is replaced 
by km, i.e. its value averaged over the reactor length, 

and by considering the mean value of the current 
density 

i m = zFkm(cSA - CA) (4) 

In this instance the analytical solution of Equation 2 
may be expressed as 

CA=e-Cx + C--(csA~(1--CCx) (5) 
¢ t, cT.) 

If  the velocity distribution across the bed is non- 
uniform, ¢ and ¢ are functions of the space coor- 
dinates transverse to the reactor axis. The solution 
implies that c~ is (at least approximately) constant; 
this assumption is well justified if the current is suf- 
ficiently large to maintain the surface concentration 
of species A near its solubility limit. The degenerate 
form of Equation 5: 

eA =-¢ ( 1 - e - ¢ x )  4< = 0  
ck ¢ 

applies in the case where the inlet flow carries no 
species A. Note that Equation 5 applies to any arbi- 
trary hydrodynamic flow regime. An alternative 
form of Equation 5 may be written as 

CA -¢(r)x e-~(r)x) 
- -  = e + / 3 ( 1  - ( 6 )  

since/3 is independent of the flow regime. 
The performance of the reactor may be charac- 

terized by two figures of merit: 

~_6_A - 2 J~ 
(A) cO A Rg-cO A rcA dr (7a) 

yielding the horizontal sectional average of the con- 
centration of species A, and specifically, at the reac- 
tor exit plane at x = L, and 

2 R 
eA -- R2LcoA Jo I~ rCA dxdr  (7b) (B) - 

yielding the average concentration in the reactor. 

2.2. Application to plug-fow and parabolic-flow models 
of  reactors 

/34 

and 

The plug-flow model postulates a constant velocity in 
a reactor, whereas the parabolic flow model sets a 
parabolic transversal velocity distribution 

u = 2urn[1 -- (r/R) 2] (8) 

Both models have been used extensively in the litera- 
ture to approximate real-reactor flow patterns. If  
parabolic flow is assumed, the figures of merit may 
be written as 

2(12/7) I~e_¢(r)Xrdr (9a) 

- 9 + 91 j.o 1 - C~A- ~b(r~-£ r dr (9b) 
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When c~ = 0, the equations simplify to 

CA= 2 . ae [R[l_e_,(r)X]rd r 
C~ R 2 a~ 3o 

and 

(9c) 

c~ a~ R-2 ~(r--~ r dr (9d) 

with parameters 

a 0 a~ (9e) 
~b __= R2 + r~ and ~b = R2 + r2 

representing the radial dependence; in the plug-flow 
model ~b and ~ are constants and the integration 
procedure in Equation 9 is simplified. 

3. Analysis 

3.1. The effect o f  residence time on performance 

If  L, kl and c~, are constant, and the residence time is 
large, i.e. the linear velocity is small, there is sufficient 
time available for species A to reach the bulk solution 
via mass transport from the electrode. Unless the 
specific rate of its chemical decomposition is large 
relative to the mass transport rate it may, therefore, 
be expected that the smaller u, the larger the CA/C~A 
ratio. If, conversely, the residence time is small, the 
supply of CA to the bulk from the electrode surface 
is insufficient to counteract the effect of its chemical 
decomposition: the larger u, the smaller the cA/C~A 
ratio. Its numerical value will be governed, of 
course, by kl and c~, in addition to mass transport. 
The qualitative behaviour of the reactor with a 
parabolic-flow profile can be interpreted as essen- 
tially a 'superposition' of the plug-flow case at 
increasingly smaller linear velocities from centre-line 
to wall. All other parameters being constant, the 
cA/cSA ratio becomes progressively smaller from wall 
to centre-line, since u increases with decreasing r and it 

reaches its lowest value at the centre line where the 
linear velocity is largest. The numerical values of kl 
and c~ are additional factors to determine the numerical 
values of  %/cSa, as in the case of the plug-flow regime. 

3.2. Critical operating conditions 

A segment of the reactor operates under critical con- 
ditions, if the rate of supply and the rate of renewal 
of species A are exactly matched in the segment. The 
conditions of critical operation are given by 

(c~'~ =- (parabolic-flow) (10a) ~(rcr) 

C~,]cr q~(rcr) 

c=  ; = 1 + ak---2 (plug now) (10b/ 

and/3 = l. If species A is the desired product (whose 
chemical decomposition is undesired, but unavoid- 
able), the reactor must be operated above the critical 
fractional surface concentration. If  species A is an 
undesired intermediate whose decomposition is 
required e.g. for pollution control, the reactor must 
be operated under the critical value. Equation 10 
holds only approximately if the surface concentration 
varies along the axial coordinate. 

3.3. The effect of  f low regime on reactor length, at a 
specified extent o f  decomposition 

In principle, a plug-flow reactor is more efficient than 
reactors with velocity distributions. Thus, if CA/C°A is 
set as a design postulate, a reactor with parabolic 
velocity distribution must have a larger active length 
than if it were a plug-flow reactor. The ratio of the 
active lengths pertaining to the two models can be 
determined readily, as shown below. 

3.4. Numerical illustration 

For the sake of numerical demonstration, earlier 
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Fig. 1. The effect of the cSa/c°A ratio on the fractional exit concentration in parabolic flow, at various mean residence times in the numerical 
illustration, 
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Fig. 2. The effect of the flow regime on electrolyser performance in the numerical illustration, cSA/c° A = 1/2; r m = 40 S. 

Table 1. Parameters of  the electrochemical reactor in the numerical 0.34/0.11 = 3.1 times larger than in the case of plug- 
illustration flOW hydrodynamics. 

Parameter and its unit Numerical value 

Electrode area per unit length, a 145.0 
(cm 2 cm - l )  
Active cross sectional area, Ac(cm 2) 180.0 
Mean mass transfer coefficient, 0.015 
km(cm s -1 ) 
Specific rate of the chemical decompo- 0.20 
sition reaction, kl(S -1) 
~L (plug flow) T m uni t :s  0.2121% 

6.075 
g,(r)L (parabolic flow) Tin unit : s 

57.29 + r 2 
~ / ~  (plug flow) 0.057 
4(r)/~(r) (parabolic flow) 

research on DPA decomposition [29-32] was 
employed as a reference-guide for the choice of the 
prime operating parameters, assembled in Table 1. 
The variation of the normalized exit concentration 
with the normalized electrode surface concentration 
is shown in Fig. 1 in terms of parametric curves of 
the mean residence time; the critical s o (CA~CA)or = 
17.55 ratio divides the concentration domain into 
two subdomains. Below the critical value the inlet 
concentration of species A is sufficiently large (with 
respect to c~) to result in larger decomposition at 
larger residence times. Above the critical value c~ is 
sufficiently large (with respect to c~) to supply larger 
amounts of species A to the bulk at larger residence 
times, hence conversion of species A to its decom- 
position product becomes smaller. At the critical 
point, there is no conversion, regardless of the value 
of C~A/C° A and the reactor becomes nonoperational. 

Figure 2 illustrates the flow regime effect on 
performance. If, for instance the design postulate is 

s o 
OA/C°A = 0.4 (or 60% overall conversion) a t  CA/C A = 

1/2 and tm = 40s, a reactor whose hydrodynamic 
behaviour may be approximated by parabolic flow, 
will have to have an effective length B / A  = 

4. C o n c l u s i o n  

Although the analysis is limited to plug-flow and 
parabolic-flow based hydrodynamics in the elec- 
trolytic reactor, the fundamental framework of 
analysis can entertain, in principle, any velocity distri- 
bution of a known mathematical form: specifically, 
Equations 2-5 and 7 apply without restriction to any 
arbitrary velocity profile. Since plug-flow and para- 
bolic-flow represent two extreme regimes, the approach 
applied to an electrolyser with arbitrary hydrodynamics 
will yield the lower and upper bounds of performance. 
In electrolyser design, it can prove useful as a tool in 
a preliminary simulation of system behaviour. 
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